




We know your time is extremely valuable. We also know that your time is not renewable.

We believe we can use our time better than we do today. It is a paradox that we use three 
times more time in traveling to meetings than in the meeting itself. This is time that can be 
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need to invest in complex infrastructure.

Experience how Easymeeting can change the way we use our time - today!

Welcome to Easymeeting
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than before.
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positive change in meeting and communications behavior.

What does this mean to you?
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- Shorter project completion times!
- A more attractive workplace for skilled professionals.



We take care of the details



Easymeeting is a complete and ready to use solution. We assemble the service and product 
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EasyConference is a cloud service that enables several video conferencing 
systems to connect in the same meeting.
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and we can share presentations in the same meeting. 

This is a cloud service where you seamlessly can collaborate with any  
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Easymeeting free services
Easymeeting enables all systems to allow faster communication that is easier to use.  
Our EasyNumber is the “dial-tone” for videoconferencing systems. 

The Easymeeting platform not only allows faster communication but empowers existing  
videoconferencing systems enabling them to connect with mobile devices as  
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Easymeeting does not restrict you from dialing the traditional way of 
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Our Experts provide you with the live service and support 
needed to make sure your meetings are successful.

Our Expert has one goal in mind: To make sure you have a 
great Easymeeting experience.

Our Experts mission is to help you succeed and as a Easy-
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Expert Service Center





We have prepared two hardware bundles for your meetings 
- ready and easy to use.
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A brilliant 24” HD display with camera and  
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as your mobile phone. 

Everything you need for productive  
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extended warranty.
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Personal



This complete solution is ideal for the  
conference room. A professional  
HD display with camera and microphone.  
 
Room is suitable for video conference  
sessions in medium and large meeting 
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and extended warranty. 

The system can also be delivered with 
two displays!

Room
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Life is good!
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around the world!

Welcome to the world with travel free meetings.

It’s so easy - it’s “Time Well Spent”.
Life is good!






